
System thinking in design

Understanding relations

Interpreting relations

Creating relations



A suggestion:

Regard everything as being equally 
complex……….



Salamander food web

Ecology:

Moves towards greater 
understanding of complexity 
very early.

Food chain

Food Cycle (Elton C.S 1927)

Food Web (Allee W.C 1937)



System theories:
• System Analyses: adopts a strictly systemic 

approach on complex organisations.
• System engineering: a method to achieve 

orderly evolution of man-made systems
• System Dynamics uses dynamic computer 

models which operate in a network of connected 
variables

• Systems design: a method to forecast, simulate, 
and optimise a system



• Cybernetics studies living systems through analogy with 
physical systems. Steering theory. Second order 
cybernetics.  

• Bionics: the study of living systems in order to identify 
concepts applicable to the design of artificial systems

• Communication and information theory
• Theories of the Brain and mind
• Self organisation and evolution and emergence.
• Chaos theory: the mathematical moddeling of very 

complex and unlinear systems.



A myriad of theories
• General Living System Theory, James Miller
• Viable System Model, Stafford Beer
• The Gaia Hypothesis, James Lovelock
• The geopolitical system model, Aliastar Taylor
• Theory about natural systems, Ervin Laszlo
• System Typology, Peter Checkland
• Categories of Nature, James E. Salk
• The Control Theory, William Powers
• The Family System Theory, Murray Bowen



General System Theory ??
• “General System Theory is the skeleton of science in the 

sense that it aims to provide a framework or structure of 
systems on which to hang the flesh and blood of 
particular disciplines and particular subjects maters in an 
orderly and coherent corpus of knowledge” (Kenneth 
Boulding 1956)

• Gerald Weinberg (1975) about the system perspective:  
“System science has taken up the task of helping 
scientists to unravel complexity, technologists to master 
it, and others to learn to live with it.”

• (it does not look upon the “others” as active actors, we 
just have to live with it)



• A system is defined by its borders.
• This means by the parameters included in 

the system. 

• But what if these parameters are unstable, 
bleed into other systems or act in a 
catastrohpic manner?



System thinking was :

- cause-effect focused

- A systematic approach through abstraction.

- Intending to order the world into hierarchical clearly defined 
entities.

-Ordered into suprasystems, systems, subsystems, with input, 
output and feedback loops.

- Oriented towards the systems borders and hierarchies



System thinking is (also)

Intuitive

Holistic

Imaginative

Real world oriented.

Oriented towards the systems 
relations, and patterns of 
interactions in larger fields,

The designers way of working 
fits this appraoch very well.



New generation

• Rechtin (and Mayer) Systems Architecting
• Ralph D. Stacey Management of dynamic 

Organisations (Shadow organisations)
• Csikszentmihalyi, M.: A systems approach 

to creativity
• Other theories like: Actor Network Theory 

(People and artefacts as actors in a 
network of interactions)



Systems architecting versus systems engineering



System thinking is looking beyond the object.

Understanding the processes that lay behind the 
objects creation, use (life time) and destruction.

Processes: 

natural, 

cultural, 

political. 

technical, 

material, 

usage, (sequences, rythms)

Every object is a political statement.









Holistic thinking 

To understand human beings and their 
environment as part of a bigger context.

These contexts are understood through their 
interactions more than by their parts.

Interaction between living organisms, 
natural phenomena, chemical processes, 
geological processes, artefacts etc

(Geological processes effect our life every 
single moment)



Understanding the whole is a hopeless 
task…

Because it is difficult

-You never get exact data or enough data

- The important data are often fuzzy

-There is no absolute truth, data can be 
interpreted differently.

-Date is mixed between quantitative and 
qualitative data

Nonetheless it is ever more important for 
the survival of our world.



Quantitative



Qualitative



Therefor the new generation of system 
oriented approaches are:

Incremental in their approach
Heuristic in their method.



The new generations of system thinking are 
growing in such fields as:

Engineering

Computing

Economy

Management

Politics

Etc….…

Has it always been a natural part of design?



System thinking is important for our 
survival.

Ecology is the ultimate system theory. 

Its not one theory…..

It is interdisciplinary

The problems we face are increasingly 
global.

They are more interconnected and affect 
different knowledge fields (x disciplinary)

Designers need to develop means to 
respond to more intertwined issues.



What are the consequences of our actions?

Extinction of a certain species of sharks might destroy a coral reef.

The building of the “Birdsnest” made steel prices rise. What impact did 
that have on small businesses around the world?



The organisation of the studios at AHO 
has an effect on:

The working situation,

Sound level,

Social patterning,

Presence

The whole life at AHO



What are the implications…

From this….                                                 to this?



From this….                                                 to this?



From this….. To this….

How has this development of storing and playing music influenced 
its nature and distribution?



The new generations of system 
oriented approaches is more focused 
on relations than on defining the 
systems as such.

Working with relations implies working 
with time.

Lifespan of artefacts (products, 
architecture)

Immediate and long term impacts.



Means and tools

• Diagramming !!!
• Visual analyses
• Other visualisation: Libraries of images media and texts.
• Observations of existing situations .
• Time based tools: video software with time lines
• Scenarios.





Observation and research is a central 
mean to understand a case.

Never take anything for granted!

Schemata not only of objects but also of 
processes.

“



The Rich Research Space
System projects collect, systematise and maintain 

the use of very large amounts of information.
Simplification is needed but has to be done very 

cautiously.
Still we need to simplify as little as possible
The means to keep large amounts of information 

“alive” through out the process are intensive and 
varied use of media:

Digital, analogue.
Use large areas of display!
Accessibility!



”System builders … … differ from the heroic inventors and 
managers of an earlier era.  System builders preside over 
technological projects from concept and preliminary design 
through research, development and deployment.  In order 
to preside over projects, system builders need to cross 
disciplinary and functional boundaries – for example to 
become involved in funding and political stage-setting.  
Instead of focusing upon individual artifacts, system 
builders direct their attention to the interfaces, the 
interconnections, among system components.  Further, 
system builders often preside over the establishment of 
systems that involve both physical artifacts and 
organizations.”
(Thomas P Hughes, Agatha C. Hughes (2000): Introduction, Systems, Experts, and 
Computers - The Systems Approach in Management and Engineering, World War II 
and After )



The creative individual.

Det er ofte registrert at de beste arkitekturene er 
resultat av en enkelt person eller en liten gruppe på 
to - tre personer.  Komitéer og arbeidsgrupper viser 
seg ofte å være dårlige systemarkitekter.  Dette 
betyr ikke at systemarkitekten(e) sitter alene og 
utvikler arkitekturen.  Arbeidet er i stor grad avhengig 
av utstrakt kommunikasjon på tvers av fagdisipliner, 
med alle som har interesse for systemet.  (John-
Mikal Størdal)











Carl analysed the distribution of sculptures in Oslo and their political 
role in the social democratic society.



In his final result he made an installation and a ironic ”Ikea-sculpture” (a 
block of marble and a tool to shape it) To my mind a clever comment to 
both the art scene and how it is developing and to the democratification 
and commercialisation and industrialisation of art. It was also a comment 
to the systemic relations addressing the individual original and the mass 
production.



Marie collected all kinds of signals (radio waves, sound 
waves) and used these in a generative process to 
inform the design and behaviour of an installation. 



Sturla made a system for growing new 
tree plants, based on an ancient Chinese 
technique, which he redesigned for small 
industry production and distribution to 
small village communities to help 
deforestation. The project involved 
addressing the social structures in the 
villages to support the spreading of this 
tree growing activity. Cleverly and 
convincing done and he is developing 
the system further.



Villem made a leisure resort on the Mongolian plains as a case to 

investigate a large amount of wind related issues.



Mike Grabenstein made a system of intelligent walking canopies that react to 
seasons, weather, social crowding patterns and user needs. His design project 
was much about understanding the behaviour of these artificial intelligences.



Garrett Brignoli made an intervention at a sledging hill to generate wind conditions 
that would pile snow in the winter and spread flower seeds in the summer 
according to an overall strategy that span over several years.



Lawrence made a system of wind-driven piers that would adapt to changing 
weather conditions, but which also could partly be ”steered” by the users.



Phil Gleason looked at the sledding hill as a social space. He made a system of 
interrelating tracks that would generate differentiated experiences and social 
spaces.
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